Theoretical transient analysis of a hearing aid feedback canceller with a saturation type nonlinearity in the direct path.
Feedback cancellation in a hearing aid is essential for achieving high maximum stable gain to compensate for the losses in severe to profound hearing impaired people. The performance of adaptive feedback cancellers has been studied by assuming that the feedback path can be modeled as a linear system. However, limited dynamic range, low-cost loudspeakers, and nonlinear power amplifiers may distort the hearing aid output signal. In this way, linear-based predictions of the canceller performance may lead to significant deviations from its actual behavior. This work presents a theoretical performance analysis of a Least Mean Square based shadow filter that is applied to set up the coefficients of a feedback canceller, which is subject to a static saturation type nonlinearity at the output of the direct path. Deterministic recursive equations are derived to predict the mean square feedback error and the mean coefficient vector evolution between updates of the feedback canceller. These models are defined as functions of the canceller parameters and input signal statistics. Comparisons with Monte Carlo simulations show the provided models are highly accurate under the considered assumptions. The developed models allow inferences about the potential impact of an overdriven loudspeaker over the transient performance of the direct method feedback canceller, serving as insightful tools for understanding the involved mechanisms.